
The Best and Most Recommended Demo Instructions for Instant Results: 

It is a MUST to do the tests when the oil is dark or near its change cycle to show the 
instant effect the Frylow has on dark oil. 

First when you get to the location:  

Before the installation of Frylow 

1. Fill out the Savings Form with the customer.
2. Then when you go to the fryer check the size if it`s 16 liters or less you use the FL-15 if it`s

between 17-30 liters of oil then you need the larger unit FL-25.
3. Now that you have determined what size Frylow you need.
4. Get your thermometer and check the temperature of the hot oil that they normally cook at, (don’t

go by the settings on their fryers) they are not always accurate.
5. When checking the temp just dip about 2 inches of the probe in the oil and wait until it reaches

max takes about 45 seconds or so. Let’s say the before temp is 360 F. (Note this temp on the
work sheet)

6. Now put some fries or food they normally deep fry in the original hot oil, before you turn it down or
put the Frylow in.

7. Make sure you time it, because you want to show the owner they will save time. (Note the time)
When cooked take it out and put this food in aside in a plate.

Now you are Ready to install the Frylow: 

1. First turn the temp down to the desired temp normally about 10-40 degrees F. lower. Example: If
the original temp is 375 F turn it down to between 340--345. If the original temp is 350 then turn it
down to between 335--340 F.

2. Now install the Frylow in between the burners at the bottom or if electric under the heating
elements.

3. Check the temp when it has reached the lower desired temp then do the same cooking routine as
before.

4. Remember time it, and put it side by side on two white plates with the before and after cooked
food everyone can now see and taste the difference. Do not overcook the food.

Very Important Point to remind your customers who demo or buy the Frylow: It is 
not the color of the oil that determines changing.  

It`s the color, taste and the texture of the food even if the oil is dark. 

3M strips can also be used to check the oil if needed. 

To	watch	the	Dark	Oil	Demo	Video CLICK HERE	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjnUVT3wPSs



